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The articles [18], [13], [22], [24], [21], [23], [3], [19], [1], [11], [12], [16], [10], [14], [15], [4], [2],
[20], [5], [6], [7], [8], and [17] provide the notation and terminology for this paper.

1. SEMILATTICE OF WIDENING

Let us note that every non empty relational structure which is trivial and reflexive is also complete.
Let T be a relational structure. A type ofT is an element ofT.
Let T be a relational structure. We say thatT is Noetherian if and only if:

(Def. 1) The internal relation ofT is reversely well founded.

Let us observe that every non empty relational structure which is trivial is also Noetherian.
Let T be a non empty relational structure. Let us observe thatT is Noetherian if and only if the

condition (Def. 2) is satisfied.

(Def. 2) LetA be a non empty subset ofT. Then there exists an elementa of T such thata∈ A and
for every elementb of T such thatb∈ A holdsa 6< b.

Let T be a poset. We say thatT is Mizar-widening-like if and only if:

(Def. 3) T is a sup-semilattice and Noetherian.

One can verify that every poset which is Mizar-widening-like is also Noetherian and upper-
bounded and has l.u.b.’s.

One can verify that every sup-semilattice which is Noetherian is also Mizar-widening-like.
One can verify that there exists a complete sup-semilattice which is Mizar-widening-like.
Let T be a Noetherian relational structure. One can check that the internal relation ofT is

reversely well founded.
The following proposition is true

(1) For every Noetherian sup-semilatticeT and for every idealI of T holds supI exists inT
and supI ∈ I .
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2. ADJECTIVES

We introduce adjective structures which are systems
〈 a set of adjectives, an operation non〉,

where the set of adjectives is a set and the operation non is a unary operation on the set of adjectives.
Let A be an adjective structure. We say thatA is void if and only if:

(Def. 4) The set of adjectives ofA is empty.

An adjective ofA is an element of the set of adjectives ofA.
Next we state the proposition

(2) LetA1, A2 be adjective structures. Suppose the set of adjectives ofA1 = the set of adjectives
of A2. If A1 is void, thenA2 is void.

Let A be an adjective structure and leta be an element of the set of adjectives ofA. The functor
nona yielding an adjective ofA is defined as follows:

(Def. 5) nona = (the operation non ofA)(a).

The following proposition is true

(3) Let A1, A2 be adjective structures. Suppose the adjective structure ofA1 = the adjective
structure ofA2. Let a1 be an adjective ofA1 anda2 be an adjective ofA2. If a1 = a2, then
nona1 = nona2.

Let A be an adjective structure. We say thatA is involutive if and only if:

(Def. 6) For every adjectivea of A holds nonnona = a.

We say thatA is without fixpoints if and only if:

(Def. 7) It is not true that there exists an adjectivea of A such that nona = a.

One can prove the following propositions:

(4) Let a1, a2 be sets. Supposea1 6= a2. Let A be an adjective structure. Suppose the set of
adjectives ofA = {a1,a2} and (the operation non ofA)(a1) = a2 and (the operation non of
A)(a2) = a1. ThenA is non void, involutive, and without fixpoints.

(5) Let A1, A2 be adjective structures. Suppose the adjective structure ofA1 = the adjective
structure ofA2. If A1 is involutive, thenA2 is involutive.

(6) Let A1, A2 be adjective structures. Suppose the adjective structure ofA1 = the adjective
structure ofA2. If A1 is without fixpoints, thenA2 is without fixpoints.

Let us note that there exists a strict adjective structure which is non void, involutive, and without
fixpoints.

Let A be a non void adjective structure. Note that the set of adjectives ofA is non empty.
We introduceTA-structures which are extensions of relational structure and adjective structure

and are systems
〈 a carrier, a set of adjectives, an internal relation, an operation non, an adjective map〉,

where the carrier and the set of adjectives are sets, the internal relation is a binary relation on the
carrier, the operation non is a unary operation on the set of adjectives, and the adjective map is a
function from the carrier into Fin the set of adjectives.

Let X be a non empty set, letA be a set, letr be a binary relation onX, let n be a unary operation
onA, and leta be a function fromX into FinA. Observe that〈X,A, r,n,a〉 is non empty.

Let X be a set, letA be a non empty set, letr be a binary relation onX, let n be a unary operation
onA, and leta be a function fromX into FinA. One can check that〈X,A, r,n,a〉 is non void.

One can check that there exists aTA-structure which is trivial, reflexive, non empty, non void,
involutive, without fixpoints, and strict.

Let T be aTA-structure and lett be an element ofT. The functor adjst yielding a subset of the
set of adjectives ofT is defined by:
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(Def. 8) adjst = (the adjective map ofT)(t).

The following proposition is true

(7) LetT1, T2 beTA-structures. Suppose theTA-structure ofT1 = theTA-structure ofT2. Let t1
be a type ofT1 andt2 be a type ofT2. If t1 = t2, then adjst1 = adjst2.

Let T be aTA-structure. We say thatT is consistent if and only if:

(Def. 9) For every typet of T and for every adjectivea of T such thata∈ adjst holds nona /∈ adjst.

We now state the proposition

(8) Let T1, T2 beTA-structures. Suppose theTA-structure ofT1 = theTA-structure ofT2. If T1

is consistent, thenT2 is consistent.

Let T be a non emptyTA-structure. We say thatT has structured adjectives if and only if:

(Def. 10) The adjective map ofT is a join-preserving map fromT into (2the set of adjectives ofT
⊆ )op.

Next we state the proposition

(9) Let T1, T2 be non emptyTA-structures. Suppose theTA-structure ofT1 = theTA-structure
of T2. If T1 has structured adjectives, thenT2 has structured adjectives.

Let T be a reflexive transitive antisymmetricTA-structure with l.u.b.’s. Let us observe thatT has
structured adjectives if and only if:

(Def. 11) For all typest1, t2 of T holds adjs(t1t t2) = adjst1∩adjst2.

The following proposition is true

(10) Let T be a reflexive transitive antisymmetricTA-structure with l.u.b.’s. SupposeT has
structured adjectives. Lett1, t2 be types ofT. If t1 ≤ t2, then adjst2 ⊆ adjst1.

Let T be aTA-structure and leta be an element of the set of adjectives ofT. The functor typesa
yielding a subset ofT is defined as follows:

(Def. 12) For every setx holdsx∈ typesa iff there exists a typet of T such thatx = t anda∈ adjst.

Let T be a non emptyTA-structure and letA be a subset of the set of adjectives ofT. The functor
typesA yields a subset ofT and is defined as follows:

(Def. 13) For every typet of T holdst ∈ typesA iff for every adjectivea of T such thata∈ A holds
t ∈ typesa.

The following propositions are true:

(11) LetT1, T2 beTA-structures. Suppose theTA-structure ofT1 = theTA-structure ofT2. Let
a1 be an adjective ofT1 anda2 be an adjective ofT2. If a1 = a2, then typesa1 = typesa2.

(12) For every non emptyTA-structureT and for every adjectivea of T holds typesa = {t; t
ranges over types ofT: a∈ adjst}.

(13) LetT be aTA-structure,t be a type ofT, anda be an adjective ofT. Thena∈ adjst if and
only if t ∈ typesa.

(14) LetT be a non emptyTA-structure,t be a type ofT, andA be a subset of the set of adjectives
of T. ThenA⊆ adjst if and only if t ∈ typesA.

(15) For every non voidTA-structureT and for every typet of T holds adjst = {a;a ranges over
adjectives ofT: t ∈ typesa}.
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(16) LetT be a non emptyTA-structure andt be a type ofT. Then types( /0the set of adjectives ofT) =
the carrier ofT.

Let T be aTA-structure. We say thatT has typed adjectives if and only if:

(Def. 14) For every adjectivea of T holds typesa∪ typesnona is non empty.

The following proposition is true

(17) LetT1, T2 beTA-structures. Suppose theTA-structure ofT1 = theTA-structure ofT2. If T1

has typed adjectives, thenT2 has typed adjectives.

One can verify that there exists a complete upper-bounded non empty trivial reflexive transi-
tive antisymmetric strictTA-structure which is non void, Mizar-widening-like, involutive, without
fixpoints, and consistent and has structured adjectives and typed adjectives.

The following proposition is true

(18) For every consistentTA-structureT and for every adjectivea of T holds typesa misses
typesnona.

Let T be a reflexive transitive antisymmetricTA-structure with l.u.b.’s with structured adjectives
and leta be an adjective ofT. Observe that typesa is lower and directed.

Let T be a reflexive transitive antisymmetricTA-structure with l.u.b.’s with structured adjectives
and letA be a subset of the set of adjectives ofT. Note that typesA is lower and directed.

One can prove the following proposition

(19) LetT be reflexive antisymmetric transitiveTA-structure with l.u.b.’s with structured adjec-
tives anda be an adjective ofT. Then typesa is empty or typesa is an ideal ofT.

3. APPLICABILITY OF ADJECTIVES

Let T be aTA-structure, lett be an element ofT, and leta be an adjective ofT. We say thata is
applicable tot if and only if:

(Def. 15) There exists a typet ′ of T such thatt ′ ∈ typesa andt ′ ≤ t.

Let T be aTA-structure, lett be a type ofT, and letA be a subset of the set of adjectives ofT.
We say thatA is applicable tot if and only if:

(Def. 16) There exists a typet ′ of T such thatA⊆ adjst ′ andt ′ ≤ t.

Next we state the proposition

(20) LetT be a reflexive transitive antisymmetricTA-structure with l.u.b.’s with structured ad-
jectives,a be an adjective ofT, andt be a type ofT. If a is applicable tot, then typesa∩↓t is
an ideal ofT.

Let T be a non empty reflexive transitiveTA-structure, lett be an element ofT, and leta be an
adjective ofT. The functora∗ t yields a type ofT and is defined by:

(Def. 17) a∗ t = sup(typesa∩↓t).

The following propositions are true:

(21) Let T be a Noetherian reflexive transitive antisymmetricTA-structure with l.u.b.’s with
structured adjectives,t be a type ofT, anda be an adjective ofT. If a is applicable tot, then
a∗ t ≤ t.

(22) Let T be a Noetherian reflexive transitive antisymmetricTA-structure with l.u.b.’s with
structured adjectives,t be a type ofT, anda be an adjective ofT. If a is applicable tot, then
a∈ adjs(a∗ t).
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(23) Let T be a Noetherian reflexive transitive antisymmetricTA-structure with l.u.b.’s with
structured adjectives,t be a type ofT, anda be an adjective ofT. If a is applicable tot, then
a∗ t ∈ typesa.

(24) Let T be a Noetherian reflexive transitive antisymmetricTA-structure with l.u.b.’s with
structured adjectives,t be a type ofT, a be an adjective ofT, andt ′ be a type ofT. If t ′ ≤ t
anda∈ adjst ′, thena is applicable tot andt ′ ≤ a∗ t.

(25) Let T be a Noetherian reflexive transitive antisymmetricTA-structure with l.u.b.’s with
structured adjectives,t be a type ofT, anda be an adjective ofT. If a ∈ adjst, thena is
applicable tot anda∗ t = t.

(26) Let T be a Noetherian reflexive transitive antisymmetricTA-structure with l.u.b.’s with
structured adjectives,t be a type ofT, anda, b be adjectives ofT. Supposea is applicable
to t and b is applicable toa∗ t. Then b is applicable tot and a is applicable tob∗ t and
a∗ (b∗ t) = b∗ (a∗ t).

(27) LetT be a reflexive transitive antisymmetricTA-structure with l.u.b.’s with structured ad-
jectives,A be a subset of the set of adjectives ofT, andt be a type ofT. If A is applicable to
t, then typesA∩↓t is an ideal ofT.

Let T be a non empty reflexive transitiveTA-structure, lett be a type ofT, and letA be a subset
of the set of adjectives ofT. The functorA∗ t yielding a type ofT is defined as follows:

(Def. 18) A∗ t = sup(typesA∩↓t).

One can prove the following proposition

(28) LetT be a non empty reflexive transitive antisymmetricTA-structure andt be a type ofT.
Then /0the set of adjectives ofT ∗ t = t.

Let T be a non empty non void reflexive transitiveTA-structure, lett be a type ofT, and letp
be a finite sequence of elements of the set of adjectives ofT. The functor apply(p, t) yields a finite
sequence of elements of the carrier ofT and is defined by the conditions (Def. 19).

(Def. 19)(i) lenapply(p, t) = lenp+1,

(ii) (apply(p, t))(1) = t, and

(iii) for every natural numberi and for every adjectivea of T and for every typet of T such
that i ∈ domp anda = p(i) andt = (apply(p, t))(i) holds(apply(p, t))(i +1) = a∗ t.

Let T be a non empty non void reflexive transitiveTA-structure, lett be a type ofT, and letp be
a finite sequence of elements of the set of adjectives ofT. Observe that apply(p, t) is non empty.

The following two propositions are true:

(29) LetT be a non empty non void reflexive transitiveTA-structure andt be a type ofT. Then
apply(ε(the set of adjectives ofT), t) = 〈t〉.

(30) LetT be a non empty non void reflexive transitiveTA-structure,t be a type ofT, anda be
an adjective ofT. Then apply(〈a〉, t) = 〈t,a∗ t〉.

Let T be a non empty non void reflexive transitiveTA-structure, lett be a type ofT, and letv be
a finite sequence of elements of the set of adjectives ofT. The functorv∗ t yields a type ofT and is
defined by:

(Def. 20) v∗ t = (apply(v, t))(lenv+1).

Next we state several propositions:

(31) LetT be a non empty non void reflexive transitiveTA-structure andt be a type ofT. Then
ε(the set of adjectives ofT) ∗ t = t.
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(32) LetT be a non empty non void reflexive transitiveTA-structure,t be a type ofT, anda be
an adjective ofT. Then〈a〉 ∗ t = a∗ t.

(33) For all finite sequencesp, q and for every natural numberi such thati ≥ 1 andi < lenp
holds(p$a q)(i) = p(i).

(34) Let p be a non empty finite sequence,q be a finite sequence, andi be a natural number. If
i < lenq, then(p$a q)(lenp+ i) = q(i +1).

(35) LetT be a non empty non void reflexive transitiveTA-structure,t be a type ofT, andv1,
v2 be finite sequences of elements of the set of adjectives ofT. Then apply(v1

a v2, t) =
(apply(v1, t)) $a apply(v2,v1∗ t).

(36) Let T be a non empty non void reflexive transitiveTA-structure,t be a type ofT, v1, v2

be finite sequences of elements of the set of adjectives ofT, and i be a natural number. If
i ∈ domv1, then(apply(v1

a v2, t))(i) = (apply(v1, t))(i).

(37) LetT be a non empty non void reflexive transitiveTA-structure,t be a type ofT, andv1, v2

be finite sequences of elements of the set of adjectives ofT. Then(apply(v1
a v2, t))(lenv1 +

1) = v1∗ t.

(38) LetT be a non empty non void reflexive transitiveTA-structure,t be a type ofT, andv1, v2

be finite sequences of elements of the set of adjectives ofT. Thenv2∗ (v1∗ t) = (v1
a v2)∗ t.

Let T be a non empty non void reflexive transitiveTA-structure, lett be a type ofT, and letv
be a finite sequence of elements of the set of adjectives ofT. We say thatv is applicable tot if and
only if the condition (Def. 21) is satisfied.

(Def. 21) Leti be a natural number,a be an adjective ofT, ands be a type ofT. If i ∈ domv and
a = v(i) ands= (apply(v, t))(i), thena is applicable tos.

One can prove the following propositions:

(39) LetT be a non empty non void reflexive transitiveTA-structure andt be a type ofT. Then
ε(the set of adjectives ofT) is applicable tot.

(40) LetT be a non empty non void reflexive transitiveTA-structure,t be a type ofT, anda be
an adjective ofT. Thena is applicable tot if and only if 〈a〉 is applicable tot.

(41) LetT be a non empty non void reflexive transitiveTA-structure,t be a type ofT, andv1, v2

be finite sequences of elements of the set of adjectives ofT. Supposev1
a v2 is applicable to

t. Thenv1 is applicable tot andv2 is applicable tov1∗ t.

(42) LetT be a Noetherian reflexive transitive antisymmetric non voidTA-structure with l.u.b.’s
with structured adjectives,t be a type ofT, andv be a finite sequence of elements of the
set of adjectives ofT. Supposev is applicable tot. Let i1, i2 be natural numbers. Suppose
1≤ i1 and i1 ≤ i2 and i2 ≤ lenv+ 1. Let t1, t2 be types ofT. If t1 = (apply(v, t))(i1) and
t2 = (apply(v, t))(i2), thent2 ≤ t1.

(43) LetT be a Noetherian reflexive transitive antisymmetric non voidTA-structure with l.u.b.’s
with structured adjectives,t be a type ofT, andv be a finite sequence of elements of the set
of adjectives ofT. Supposev is applicable tot. Let s be a type ofT. If s∈ rngapply(v, t),
thenv∗ t ≤ s ands≤ t.

(44) LetT be a Noetherian reflexive transitive antisymmetric non voidTA-structure with l.u.b.’s
with structured adjectives,t be a type ofT, andv be a finite sequence of elements of the set
of adjectives ofT. If v is applicable tot, thenv∗ t ≤ t.

(45) LetT be a Noetherian reflexive transitive antisymmetric non voidTA-structure with l.u.b.’s
with structured adjectives,t be a type ofT, andv be a finite sequence of elements of the set
of adjectives ofT. If v is applicable tot, then rngv⊆ adjs(v∗ t).
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(46) LetT be a Noetherian reflexive transitive antisymmetric non voidTA-structure with l.u.b.’s
with structured adjectives,t be a type ofT, andv be a finite sequence of elements of the set
of adjectives ofT. Supposev is applicable tot. Let A be a subset of the set of adjectives of
T. If A = rngv, thenA is applicable tot.

(47) LetT be a Noetherian reflexive transitive antisymmetric non voidTA-structure with l.u.b.’s
with structured adjectives,t be a type ofT, andv1, v2 be finite sequences of elements of the
set of adjectives ofT. Supposev1 is applicable tot and rngv2 ⊆ rngv1. Let s be a type ofT.
If s∈ rngapply(v2, t), thenv1∗ t ≤ s.

(48) LetT be a Noetherian reflexive transitive antisymmetric non voidTA-structure with l.u.b.’s
with structured adjectives,t be a type ofT, andv1, v2 be finite sequences of elements of the
set of adjectives ofT. If v1

a v2 is applicable tot, thenv2
a v1 is applicable tot.

(49) LetT be a Noetherian reflexive transitive antisymmetric non voidTA-structure with l.u.b.’s
with structured adjectives,t be a type ofT, andv1, v2 be finite sequences of elements of the
set of adjectives ofT. If v1

a v2 is applicable tot, then(v1
a v2)∗ t = (v2

a v1)∗ t.

(50) Let T be a Noetherian reflexive transitive antisymmetricTA-structure with l.u.b.’s with
structured adjectives,t be a type ofT, andA be a subset of the set of adjectives ofT. If A is
applicable tot, thenA∗ t ≤ t.

(51) Let T be a Noetherian reflexive transitive antisymmetricTA-structure with l.u.b.’s with
structured adjectives,t be a type ofT, andA be a subset of the set of adjectives ofT. If A is
applicable tot, thenA⊆ adjs(A∗ t).

(52) Let T be a Noetherian reflexive transitive antisymmetricTA-structure with l.u.b.’s with
structured adjectives,t be a type ofT, andA be a subset of the set of adjectives ofT. If A is
applicable tot, thenA∗ t ∈ typesA.

(53) Let T be a Noetherian reflexive transitive antisymmetricTA-structure with l.u.b.’s with
structured adjectives,t be a type ofT, A be a subset of the set of adjectives ofT, andt ′ be a
type ofT. If t ′ ≤ t andA⊆ adjst ′, thenA is applicable tot andt ′ ≤ A∗ t.

(54) Let T be a Noetherian reflexive transitive antisymmetricTA-structure with l.u.b.’s with
structured adjectives,t be a type ofT, andA be a subset of the set of adjectives ofT. If
A⊆ adjst, thenA is applicable tot andA∗ t = t.

(55) LetT be aTA-structure,t be a type ofT, andA, B be subsets of the set of adjectives ofT.
If A is applicable tot andB⊆ A, thenB is applicable tot.

(56) LetT be a Noetherian reflexive transitive antisymmetric non voidTA-structure with l.u.b.’s
with structured adjectives,t be a type ofT, a be an adjective ofT, andA, B be subsets of the
set of adjectives ofT. If B = A∪{a} andB is applicable tot, thena∗ (A∗ t) = B∗ t.

(57) LetT be a Noetherian reflexive transitive antisymmetric non voidTA-structure with l.u.b.’s
with structured adjectives,t be a type ofT, andv be a finite sequence of elements of the set
of adjectives ofT. Supposev is applicable tot. Let A be a subset of the set of adjectives of
T. If A = rngv, thenv∗ t = A∗ t.

4. SUBJECTFUNCTION

Let T be a non empty non voidTA-structure. The functor subT yielding a function from the set of
adjectives ofT into the carrier ofT is defined by:

(Def. 22) For every adjectivea of T holds(subT)(a) = sup(typesa∪ typesnona).

We considerTAS-structures as extensions ofTA-structure as systems
〈 a carrier, a set of adjectives, an internal relation, an operation non, an adjective map, a subject

map〉,
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where the carrier and the set of adjectives are sets, the internal relation is a binary relation on
the carrier, the operation non is a unary operation on the set of adjectives, the adjective map is a
function from the carrier into Finthe set of adjectives, and the subject map is a function from the set
of adjectives into the carrier.

One can verify that there exists aTAS-structure which is non void, reflexive, trivial, non empty,
and strict.

Let T be a non empty non voidTAS-structure and leta be an adjective ofT. The functor suba
yielding a type ofT is defined as follows:

(Def. 23) suba = (the subject map ofT)(a).

Let T be a non empty non voidTAS-structure. We say thatT is absorbing non if and only if:

(Def. 24) (The subject map ofT) · (the operation non ofT) = the subject map ofT.

We say thatT is subjected if and only if:

(Def. 25) For every adjectivea of T holds typesa∪ typesnona ≤ suba and if typesa 6= /0 and
typesnona 6= /0, then suba = sup(typesa∪ typesnona).

Let T be a non empty non voidTAS-structure. Let us observe thatT is absorbing non if and only
if:

(Def. 26) For every adjectivea of T holds subnona = suba.

Let T be a non empty non voidTAS-structure, lett be an element ofT, and leta be an adjective
of T. We say thata is properly applicable tot if and only if:

(Def. 27) t ≤ suba anda is applicable tot.

Let T be a non empty non void reflexive transitiveTAS-structure, lett be a type ofT, and letv
be a finite sequence of elements of the set of adjectives ofT. We say thatv is properly applicable to
t if and only if the condition (Def. 28) is satisfied.

(Def. 28) Leti be a natural number,a be an adjective ofT, ands be a type ofT. If i ∈ domv and
a = v(i) ands= (apply(v, t))(i), thena is properly applicable tos.

The following propositions are true:

(58) LetT be a non empty non void reflexive transitiveTAS-structure,t be a type ofT, andv be
a finite sequence of elements of the set of adjectives ofT. If v is properly applicable tot, then
v is applicable tot.

(59) LetT be a non empty non void reflexive transitiveTAS-structure andt be a type ofT. Then
ε(the set of adjectives ofT) is properly applicable tot.

(60) LetT be a non empty non void reflexive transitiveTAS-structure,t be a type ofT, anda be
an adjective ofT. Thena is properly applicable tot if and only if 〈a〉 is properly applicable
to t.

(61) LetT be a non empty non void reflexive transitiveTAS-structure,t be a type ofT, andv1,
v2 be finite sequences of elements of the set of adjectives ofT. Supposev1

a v2 is properly
applicable tot. Thenv1 is properly applicable tot andv2 is properly applicable tov1∗ t.

(62) Let T be a non empty non void reflexive transitiveTAS-structure,t be a type ofT, and
v1, v2 be finite sequences of elements of the set of adjectives ofT. Supposev1 is properly
applicable tot andv2 is properly applicable tov1∗ t. Thenv1

a v2 is properly applicable tot.

Let T be a non empty non void reflexive transitiveTAS-structure, lett be a type ofT, and letA
be a subset of the set of adjectives ofT. We say thatA is properly applicable tot if and only if the
condition (Def. 29) is satisfied.
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(Def. 29) There exists a finite sequencesof elements of the set of adjectives ofT such that rngs= A
ands is properly applicable tot.

We now state two propositions:

(63) LetT be a non empty non void reflexive transitiveTAS-structure,t be a type ofT, andA be
a subset of the set of adjectives ofT. If A is properly applicable tot, thenA is finite.

(64) LetT be a non empty non void reflexive transitiveTAS-structure andt be a type ofT. Then
/0the set of adjectives ofT is properly applicable tot.

The schemeMinimalFiniteSetconcerns a unary predicateP , and states that:
There exists a finite setA such thatP [A] and for every setB such thatB⊆A andP [B]
holdsB = A

provided the following condition is met:
• There exists a finite setA such thatP [A].

Next we state the proposition

(65) LetT be a non empty non void reflexive transitiveTAS-structure,t be a type ofT, andA be
a subset of the set of adjectives ofT. SupposeA is properly applicable tot. Then there exists
a subsetB of the set of adjectives ofT such that

(i) B⊆ A,

(ii) B is properly applicable tot,

(iii) A∗ t = B∗ t, and

(iv) for every subsetC of the set of adjectives ofT such thatC⊆B andC is properly applicable
to t andA∗ t = C∗ t holdsC = B.

Let T be a non empty non void reflexive transitiveTAS-structure. We say thatT is commutative
if and only if the condition (Def. 30) is satisfied.

(Def. 30) Lett1, t2 be types ofT anda be an adjective ofT. Supposea is properly applicable tot1
anda∗ t1 ≤ t2. Then there exists a finite subsetA of the set of adjectives ofT such thatA is
properly applicable tot1t t2 andA∗ (t1t t2) = t2.

Let us observe that there exists a complete upper-bounded non empty non void trivial reflex-
ive transitive antisymmetric strictTAS-structure which is Mizar-widening-like, involutive, without
fixpoints, consistent, absorbing non, subjected, and commutative and has structured adjectives and
typed adjectives.

One can prove the following proposition

(66) LetT be a Noetherian reflexive transitive antisymmetric non voidTAS-structure with l.u.b.’s
with structured adjectives,t be a type ofT, andA be a subset of the set of adjectives ofT.
SupposeA is properly applicable tot. Then there exists an one-to-one finite sequences of
elements of the set of adjectives ofT such that rngs= A ands is properly applicable tot.

5. REDUCTION OFADJECTIVES

Let T be a non empty non void reflexive transitiveTAS-structure. The functor◦→T yields a binary
relation onT and is defined by the condition (Def. 31).

(Def. 31) Lett1, t2 be types ofT. Then〈〈t1, t2〉〉 ∈ ◦→T if and only if there exists an adjectivea of T
such thata /∈ adjst2 anda is properly applicable tot2 anda∗ t2 = t1.

Next we state the proposition

(67) Let T be an antisymmetric non void reflexive transitive NoetherianTAS-structure with
l.u.b.’s with structured adjectives. Then◦→T ⊆ the internal relation ofT.
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The schemeRedInddeals with a non empty setA , a binary relationB on A , and a binary
predicateP , and states that:

For all elementsx, y of A such thatB reducesx to y holdsP [x,y]
provided the parameters have the following properties:

• For all elementsx, y of A such that〈〈x, y〉〉 ∈ B holdsP [x,y],
• For every elementx of A holdsP [x,x], and
• For all elementsx, y, z of A such thatP [x,y] andP [y,z] holdsP [x,z].

One can prove the following propositions:

(68) Let T be an antisymmetric non void reflexive transitive NoetherianTAS-structure with
l.u.b.’s with structured adjectives andt1, t2 be types ofT. If ◦→T reducest1 to t2, thent1 ≤ t2.

(69) LetT be a Noetherian reflexive transitive antisymmetric non voidTAS-structure with l.u.b.’s
with structured adjectives. Then◦→T is irreflexive.

(70) Let T be an antisymmetric non void reflexive transitive NoetherianTAS-structure with
l.u.b.’s with structured adjectives. Then◦→T is strongly-normalizing.

(71) LetT be a Noetherian reflexive transitive antisymmetric non voidTAS-structure with l.u.b.’s
with structured adjectives,t be a type ofT, andA be a finite subset of the set of adjectives
of T. Suppose that for every subsetC of the set of adjectives ofT such thatC⊆ A andC is
properly applicable tot andA∗t =C∗t holdsC = A. Let sbe an one-to-one finite sequence of
elements of the set of adjectives ofT. Suppose rngs= A ands is properly applicable tot. Let
i be a natural number. If 1≤ i andi ≤ lens, then〈〈(apply(s, t))(i +1), (apply(s, t))(i)〉〉 ∈ ◦→T .

(72) LetT be a Noetherian reflexive transitive antisymmetric non voidTAS-structure with l.u.b.’s
with structured adjectives,t be a type ofT, andA be a finite subset of the set of adjectives
of T. Suppose that for every subsetC of the set of adjectives ofT such thatC⊆ A andC is
properly applicable tot andA∗ t = C∗ t holdsC = A. Let s be an one-to-one finite sequence
of elements of the set of adjectives ofT. Suppose rngs= A ands is properly applicable tot.
Then Rev(apply(s, t)) is a reduction sequence w.r.t.◦→T .

(73) LetT be a Noetherian reflexive transitive antisymmetric non voidTAS-structure with l.u.b.’s
with structured adjectives,t be a type ofT, andA be a finite subset of the set of adjectives of
T. If A is properly applicable tot, then◦→T reducesA∗ t to t.

(74) LetX be a non empty set,R be a binary relation onX, andr be a reduction sequence w.r.t.
R. If r(1) ∈ X, thenr is a finite sequence of elements ofX.

(75) LetX be a non empty set,Rbe a binary relation onX, x be an element ofX, andy be a set.
If R reducesx to y, theny∈ X.

(76) LetX be a non empty set andRbe a binary relation onX. SupposeR is weakly-normalizing
and has unique normal form property. Letx be an element ofX. Then nfR(x) ∈ X.

(77) LetT be a Noetherian reflexive transitive antisymmetric non voidTAS-structure with l.u.b.’s
with structured adjectives andt1, t2 be types ofT. Suppose◦→T reducest1 to t2. Then there
exists a finite subsetA of the set of adjectives ofT such thatA is properly applicable tot2 and
t1 = A∗ t2.

(78) Let T be an antisymmetric commutative non void reflexive transitive NoetherianTAS-
structure with l.u.b.’s with structured adjectives. Then◦→T has Church-Rosser property and
unique normal form property.

6. RADIX TYPES

Let T be an antisymmetric commutative non empty non void reflexive transitive NoetherianTAS-
structure with structured adjectives and l.u.b.’s and lett be a type ofT. The functor radixt yielding
a type ofT is defined by:
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(Def. 32) radixt = nf◦→T (t).

The following propositions are true:

(79) LetT be an antisymmetric commutative non empty non void reflexive transitive Noetherian
TAS-structure with structured adjectives and l.u.b.’s andt be a type ofT. Then◦→T reduces
t to radixt.

(80) LetT be an antisymmetric commutative non empty non void reflexive transitive Noetherian
TAS-structure with structured adjectives and l.u.b.’s andt be a type ofT. Thent ≤ radixt.

(81) LetT be an antisymmetric commutative non empty non void reflexive transitive Noetherian
TAS-structure with structured adjectives and l.u.b.’s,t be a type ofT, andX be a set. Suppose
X = {t ′; t ′ ranges over types ofT:

∨
A: finite subset of the set of adjectives ofT (A is properly applicable

to t ′ ∧ A∗ t ′ = t)}. Then supX exists inT and radixt =
⊔

T X.

(82) LetT be an antisymmetric commutative non empty non void reflexive transitive Noetherian
TAS-structure with structured adjectives and l.u.b.’s,t1, t2 be types ofT, anda be an adjective
of T. If a is properly applicable tot1 anda∗ t1 ≤ radixt2, thent1 ≤ radixt2.

(83) LetT be an antisymmetric commutative non empty non void reflexive transitive Noetherian
TAS-structure with structured adjectives and l.u.b.’s andt1, t2 be types ofT. If t1 ≤ t2, then
radixt1 ≤ radixt2.

(84) LetT be an antisymmetric commutative non empty non void reflexive transitive Noetherian
TAS-structure with structured adjectives and l.u.b.’s,t be a type ofT, anda be an adjective of
T. If a is properly applicable tot, then radix(a∗ t) = radixt.
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